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και Θεός ἦν ὁ λόγος
THE SERIES

The Studiereeks of the Tijdschrift van de Vrije Universiteit van Brussel, the University quarterly founded by Leopold Flam, publishes studies which go beyond the format of an ordinary article. In this way, publication is made possible of scientific working documents and studies in specialized disciplines.

THEOLINGUISTICS

provides an interdisciplinary forum favouring the integration of several approaches in the investigation of religious language use. It endeavours to transcend the narrow positivistic view of religious discourse as meaningless and obscure, yet seeks to avoid non-rational explanations which escape the purview of scientific study of human communication and expression.

THIS VOLUME

The leaps being made at present in the field of metaphor research have contributed a great deal to elucidating a number of issues in God-Talk. While it is becoming clear that metaphor is not a panacea providing the final answer to all questions raised by human attempts at framing a transcendent mode of being in man-centred language, the present evolution traces paths of thought which are -as the essays evince- being trodden with great enthusiasm.

J.-P. van Noppen read Germanic languages at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel and graduated from the Université Libre de Bruxelles with a doctoral dissertation on Spatial Theography. He now holds a teaching post at the latter University, where he is also active as a lexicographer and as the editor of a computer-based bibliography on metaphor.